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New long-player from Kid Cudi, his sixth official album, first since 2010. This is not a reissue, but a proper new album, with some really rocking riffs - the drummer is Larry Fitzsimmons, also a Beat Junkies mainstay. Hes a fun, funky drummer, with lots of groove, but his session work is also featured on some other tracks. Cudi also announced he will be
releasing the followup to 2010s Man on the Moon: The End of Day on January 23, via his own label, Wicked Awesome. The album will see a vinyl release of the MOTM 3 track Teleport 2 Me as well as a Lacoste collaboration and the tape release Lacoste. Ever since Kanye West first announced his G.O.O.D. Music label in October, its been a hotly anticipated
project. Today, Kanye unveiled his roster, confirming the label as a place to release his Yeezus follow-up and Pharrell Williams' G I R L album. G.O.O.D. Music will feature Maggs The Rapper, Cruel Interventions, The Kid Cudi Wzrd and Bruno Mars among others. In an interview with Del The Funky Homosapien, DJ Booth pointed out that Kid Cudi explained

the title as a play on Wayne's Diana Ross and the Supremes song Stop! In the Name of Love, a track that ended up being cut from the Barely Legal album that also featured Lucy Pearl and Holiday on it.In an interview with Del The Funky Homosapien, DJ Booth pointed out that Kid Cudi explained the title as a play on Wayne's Diana Ross and the Supremes
song Stop! In the Name of Love, a track that ended up being cut from the Barely Legal album that also featured Lucy Pearl and Holiday on it. It's up to listeners to decide what that means.
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Now that the album is available, we can listen to a mixtape of Cudis previous work. This mixtape, Kid
Cudis Creepin ( sample here ), showcases all the good and bad qualities from Cudis previous

endeavors. This album is somewhat uneven. He tries to reach out to the rock crowd (with a Tiesto-
esque original) but Cudis penchant for comedy and thoughtlessness still leak into the experience.
The debate between what are happy songs and what are sad songs still lives on, despite his best
efforts to re-write the balance. Cudis approach is not entirely bad, at least when compared to the

record-setters of the genre. His fondness for experimentation mixes with a welcome desire to please
his audience, which would be the sign of a good producer. Unfortunately, it brings with it the

problem of lacking any real focus. Its hard to know what track to listen to next when so many are so
similar (even if this slight variety is welcome). Ultimately, this album is a collection of songs, devoid
of meaning. Its a musical mixtape of great artists, all with a similar disregard for one another, and all

that is presented is a series of tracks. His guitar playing is decent (if unrefined), his vocals are
passable, his production is listenable, but its not the kind of thing that sparks the imagination of an

artist. Quite frankly, this isn't a Kid Cudi album, it just so happens that its a Kid Cudi album. And
even with this slight flaw, it is still worth a look for those who need a break from the typical music
that the industry puts out. Theres no great beats or raunchy rap on the album, its just a bunch of
songs. However, just because Cudis fans may be turned off by his history of comedy, this album

(and Kid Cudis continued efforts) proves that hes actually a pretty impressive artist. The only word
that describes this CD is 'uplifting' - that and the music. Cudi has a nice voice; even if it seems ill-
suited for singing rock songs. Its a nice departure from the rapper/rappers on his earlier releases,
but he does have moments of unimpressive attempts at rock hooks, or moments that seem overly

sincere. These are the moments where Cudis humor shines through. 5ec8ef588b
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